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quick custom

Take it from us, there never seems to be enough time to get ready 
for big events like a safari or the holidays.  For that reason, we get 
a lot of questions like “How soon can I get this?”  For example, 
in July alone we had eleven customers, needing a total of 43 
items, who were less than ten days away from their departure 
date! Clearly, quick turnaround and ready availability are very 
important to you, our loyal customers.  We decided that the 
best way to satisfy this need is not some high-tech inventory 
system that only tells you whether we have your item in stock or 
not.  No, instead of spending our limited resources on expensive 
software, we choose to invest our dollars in inventory.  The 
products you want, when you want them.

If you are wondering when your order will ship, the quick 
answer is the next business day. What are the exceptions?  
As you might expect, personalized items and special orders.  
For example, add a week to monogram a Shooting Stick 
connector and a month for scrimshaw.

We inventory over $100,000 of Courteney® boots in 
their seven most popular models so even though they are 
hand-made one at a time in Zimbabwe, we can have them 
anywhere in the USA in just a few days.  

We start building our inventory of custom-made shooting 
stick components right after the January shows, not for the 
coming year but for what we think we will sell in January 
two years out.  This allows the wood to sit for a full year, 
ensuring it is properly stabilized before assembly and 
shipment. Doing almost all the work years in advance allows 
us to ship these custom-made items the next day.

What does all this mean to you? If you see it on our site or 
in our catalog, there is a better than 99% chance it will ship 
the next business day.  Take it from those eleven customers 
in July who left for their safari fully equipped.  Think Quick 
Custom! 

Good Hunting,
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“Donna and I don’t go anywhere 
without our African Sporting 
Creations  shooting sticks...but ASC 
is a lot more than shooting sticks!  
African Sporting Creations is your one-
stop-shop when you’re getting ready 
for your next safari or looking to weave 
the fabric of Africa into your lifestyle or 
trophy room.”                                                                                                                                                    
                                      - Craig Boddington

Craig Boddington

Choose from three exotic woods

Shedua, Leopardwood, Jatoba

DOUBLE RIFLE REST
Padded leather rest is designed 
to fit wide double rifle fore ends 
like a glove but will also work 
with bolt actions. Don’t take 
a beating sighting in from a 
bench-stand up and roll with 
the recoil.  Not recommended for 
smaller diameter sticks.  $39

SILVER AFRICAN SHOOTING STICKS
These are just as functional as the Platinum exotic 
wood ones above but without all the bells and whistles.  
Shafts are Hickory, a tough, rigid wood used for axe 
handles, and these are combined with anodized take-
down connectors.  Come with one set of machine-
sewn leather tops and carry case. This is the same 
version Dirk de Bod, the SCI  and DSC PH of the 
Year, has been using for the past 10 years. For 69’-75” 
hunters-$229

african SHOOTING STICKS 

PLATINUM EXOTIC WOOD STICKS-These are the same ones 
that received the coveted Gray’s Best award in 2009. They combine rigid, 
exotic wood shafts and come with two pairs of  hand-sewn tops that will 
not snag on brush, one in leather and the other in zebra or buffalo. The 
anodized take-down connectors are milled out of solid aluminum and 
have three points of contact for unmatched strength. Use the same sticks 
the best known PHs in the business rely on season after season and that 
travel everywhere with Craig Boddington.  Available in the three exotic 
woods pictured.  Specify Medium (under 68”), Large (69-75”) and XL 
(above 76”) $349.  Engrave name for $49-order by 12/16 for holiday delivery.

Platinum Shooting Stick Engraving

“I have hunted all over the world with your Shooting Sticks, most recently in the mountains of New Zealand.  The 
other hunter in camp was giving me a hard time about how much I spent on them until we had to traverse a narrow 
pass the following day. He was the first one through and had his aluminum set collapse when he put his weight on it 
and almost took a nasty tumble.  I was behind him and he asked if he could use mine.  Took a great Tahr and please 
send me another set as my fellow hunter was staying on and made me an offer I could not refuse.
                                                                                                                                                       Ed B. - Pennsylvania
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PLATINUM SEASONED HUNTER STAFF-One of our 
“seasoned citizens” wanted a shooting stick that would double 
as a stout walking staff to help him navigate the toughest terrain. 
The 1” diameter exotic wood shaft is very strong, and it is 
combined with a virtually indestructible take-down connector.   
The pictures below will give you a good idea of the features we 
incorporate into one of the nicest products we make. Available 
in the three exotic woods pictured on the previous page.  $399 
Specify your actual height in inches and whether you use a scope 
or iron sights.  Engrave name for $49-order by 12/16 for holiday 
delivery.

HEAVY-DUTY BIPOD-Len Taylor from Zimbabwe chal-
lenged us to build him a bipod that would be rock steady and 
virtually indestructible.  This is what we created.  The 1” diam-
eter construction is super strong, and it showcases the beauty of 
the three exotic woods pictured on the previous page.  The take-
down connectors are the same ones we designed for the Green 
Beret snipers to use with the .50 caliber BMG round.  These sticks 
feature thick rubber tops and a heavy canvas carrying case. $349 
and specify Large (69-75”) or XL (above 76”).  Engrave name for 
$49-order by 12/16 for holiday delivery

PLATINUM GRADE SHOOTING STICKS-People often 
ask us if our Gray’s Best award-winning shooting sticks are 
collapsible.  When we tell them, “No, but they do unscrew by 
hand to fit into your airline case,” we usually get a funny look.  
There is no way our sticks can collapse. On every other set of 
shooting sticks, the connector or adjustment mechanism is 
the weakest part of the unit.  On ours, the connector is milled 
out of solid aluminum and is the strongest part. We make 
all our sticks in Ohio, and they go through over 100 steps 
before they ship to you. That attention to detail allows us 
to offer a real lifetime warranty. 

Fallow Deer Top 
(Monopod Model)

Take-Down Connector
(both Models)

monopods & bipods

Middle Section
(both Models)

1.   Incredibly strong, positive locking take-down aluminum 
       connectors,  hard anodized black to eliminate reflection;
2.   Padded tops to protect checkering and lock in your rifle;
3.   Extremely rigid wood or carbon fiber  shafts;
4.   Thick plastic bumpers to make them extremely quiet 
       and sharpened bottoms to eliminate metallic sounds;
5.   Custom made-to-order and can be used standing 
      (both sections) or sitting (top section only);
6.   Include a heavy-duty canvas case to prevent your sticks 
       from coming into contact with your rifle during transport;
7.   Optional engraving of the recipient’s name ($49)

All our full-length models share the following:
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carbon fiber & specialty shooting sticks

Carbon Fiber Shooting Stick

PLATINUM CARBON FIBER SHOOTING STICKS
These are for anyone who wants the lightest and most 
rigid sticks available.  Carbon fiber is 4 times stronger 
than steel yet weighs less than aluminum.  Standards are 
approximately 1 pound, and Featherweights use a shorter 
connector to save additional ounces.  Full Length Feather-
weights -$419, Full Length Standards -$399,  Large (69-75”) 
and XL (above 76”).  Engrave  name for $49-order by 12/16 for 
holiday delivery.

CARBON FIBER TREKKING STAFF-Helps 
when traversing rough ground and then provides 
a stable platform to take a kneeling or sitting shot. 
These one-piece staffs are 2/3 length with pointed 
hickory bottoms.  The hickory bottoms add 8” for a 
total length of 48”.  Bipod Trekking Staff-$189. 

Carbon Fiber  Trekking Staff

SUPER COMPACTS are for those who travel with firearms 
taken down (doubles, Blaser®)and need a compact set of Shooting 
Sticks to fit in a shorter case.  Instead of one set of anodized, 
positive-locking connectors, these use two sets.  Featherweights 
weigh three lbs. and use Carbon Fiber for one section and hickory 
for the other two sections.   Standards use hickory for all three 
sections and weigh about 4 lbs.  Larges fit 69”-75” hunters and the 
longest section measures 26”.  XL fits hunters above 76” and the 
longest section measures 28”.  Featherweights $399 and Standards 
$349.  Engrave name for $49-order by 12/16 for holiday delivery.  
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essential safari gear

CATEGORY DESCRIPTION OPTION 1 PRICE OPTION 2 PRICE

Travel Airline Approved Cases 48” I.D. Strong Case 2-Gun $419 SA-4 Ammo Case $69

Luggage Mulholland Leather Safari Bag $875 Rift Valley Canvas Bag $399

Compression Socks Travel Socks $20 Specify M, L, or XL

Packs/Hydration Hunting Pack Elephant Hunter Pack $799 Courteney Haversack $449

Hunting Pack Texas Hunt Co. “Pack” $199 Camelbak Hydration Pack $130

First Aid Adventure Medical Kits The Grizzly $119 The Hunter $89

Blister Care Blister Kit (3 Part) $25 Leatherman® Micra $29

Bug Repellent Bug Spray/Lotions Controlled Release DEET $25 Perm. Clothing Spray $19

Mesh Clothing/Itch Relief Mesh Suit $49 AfterBite (2 tubes) $10

Eye/Sun Protection Wiley X® Sunglasses “Brick” Light Adjusting $140 “Jake” with membrane $84

Tilley Hat S, M, L, or XL Snap-Up Brim $69 Broader Brim $74

Snake/Thorn Protection TurtleSkin® Gear TurtleSkin® Gaiters $149 Puncture Proof  Gloves $84

Shooting Sticks Carbon Fiber Platinum Featherweights $419 Supercompact  FW $399

African Shooting Sticks Platinum Grade $349 Silver Grade $229

Bipods Gold Version $349 Silver Version $229

Filled Leather Rest Double Rifle Tripod Rest $39

Safari Footwear Courteney® Boots Selous $369 Safari $279

Gaiters Courteney®  Gaiters $50 TX Hunt Co.™ $45

Hunting Socks Rohner Trekking $25 Specify S, M. L or XL

Ammo/Optics Carriers Leather Culling Belts Elephant & Leather $249 Cape Buffalo & Leather $229

Slings Zebra or Elephant Inlay $99 Courteney® Buffalo Sling $99

Ammo Wallets Double Rifle Six Pack $80 Safari Five Wallet $80

Optics Carriers Detachable Scope Carrier $49 Safari Binocular Sling $30

Big Bore Accessories Rifle Cases Dagga Boy Scoped $399 Dagga Boy Double Rifle $399

Safari Cleaning Kit Rod, Jag, Brush, Oil, Cloth $99 Big Bore Snap Caps (pair) $40

Perfect Shot Targets Big Five $16.95 Plains Game $16.95

Safari Clothing Safari Jacket One in Khaki $130

Safari LS & SS Shirts Two LS in Green $98 ea. Two SS in Green $90 ea.

Safari Long Pants & Shorts Two Pants in Green $50 ea. Two Shorts in Green $35 ea.
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CATEGORY DESCRIPTION OPTION 1 PRICE OPTION 2 PRICE

Travel Airline Approved Cases 48” I.D. Strong Case 2-Gun $419 SA-4 Ammo Case $69

Luggage Mulholland Leather Safari Bag $875 Rift Valley Canvas Bag $399

Compression Socks Travel Socks $20 Specify M, L, or XL

Packs/Hydration Hunting Pack Elephant Hunter Pack $799 Courteney Haversack $449

Hunting Pack Texas Hunt Co. “Pack” $199 Camelbak Hydration Pack $130

First Aid Adventure Medical Kits The Grizzly $119 The Hunter $89

Blister Care Blister Kit (3 Part) $25 Leatherman® Micra $29

Bug Repellent Bug Spray/Lotions Controlled Release DEET $25 Perm. Clothing Spray $19

Mesh Clothing/Itch Relief Mesh Suit $49 AfterBite (2 tubes) $10

Eye/Sun Protection Wiley X® Sunglasses “Brick” Light Adjusting $140 “Jake” with membrane $84

Tilley Hat S, M, L, or XL Snap-Up Brim $69 Broader Brim $74

Snake/Thorn Protection TurtleSkin® Gear TurtleSkin® Gaiters $149 Puncture Proof  Gloves $84

Shooting Sticks Carbon Fiber Platinum Featherweights $419 Supercompact  FW $399

African Shooting Sticks Platinum Grade $349 Silver Grade $229

Bipods Gold Version $349 Silver Version $229

Filled Leather Rest Double Rifle Tripod Rest $39

Safari Footwear Courteney® Boots Selous $369 Safari $279

Gaiters Courteney®  Gaiters $50 TX Hunt Co.™ $45

Hunting Socks Rohner Trekking $25 Specify S, M. L or XL

Ammo/Optics Carriers Leather Culling Belts Elephant & Leather $249 Cape Buffalo & Leather $229

Slings Zebra or Elephant Inlay $99 Courteney® Buffalo Sling $99

Ammo Wallets Double Rifle Six Pack $80 Safari Five Wallet $80

Optics Carriers Detachable Scope Carrier $49 Safari Binocular Sling $30

Big Bore Accessories Rifle Cases Dagga Boy Scoped $399 Dagga Boy Double Rifle $399

Safari Cleaning Kit Rod, Jag, Brush, Oil, Cloth $99 Big Bore Snap Caps (pair) $40

Perfect Shot Targets Big Five $16.95 Plains Game $16.95

Safari Clothing Safari Jacket One in Khaki $130

Safari LS & SS Shirts Two LS in Green $98 ea. Two SS in Green $90 ea.

Safari Long Pants & Shorts Two Pants in Green $50 ea. Two Shorts in Green $35 ea.

PERMETHRIN CLOTHING 
TREATMENT Apply this to your 
clothing, and it lasts over 40 days and 
is as effective as  100% DEET against 
mosquitoes.  24 oz. trigger spray bottle. $19 

LOW ABSORPTION DEET LOTION 
gives you relief from critters that love to eat 
American. New formulation affords greater 
protection and includes milder non-deet 
suncreen/repellant for your face. Includes one 
6 oz., one 4 oz., and one .5 oz. tube. $25

SOL SURVIVAL KIT-Waterproof case fits in the palm of  
your hand and contains the essential survival tools.  $60 

safety & bug repellant

Cut & Puncture 
Resistant Gloves

SnakeArmor Gaiters

Deet Lotion

First Aid Kit

Tick Pliers

AfterBite

Permethrin Spray

Blister Care Kit

TURTLESKIN® GLOVES protect you from 
thorns, briars, and cacti.  Engineered to offer the 
highest performance and puncture protection in a 
soft flexible garment. S, M, L & XL $84

TURTLESKIN SNAKE ARMOR GAITERS protect 
against snakebites and are certified for all venomous 
snakes found in South Africa.  Engineered to offer 
the highest level of protection in a soft,  waterproof 
garment that weighs 1/3 less than traditional, rigid 
protection gear.  Reversible and one-size-fits-all.  $149

FIRST AID KITS are an essential part of your gear in Africa as you may have 
the only sterile materials for miles.  Large-$119 and Medium-$89

AFTERBITE-The most powerful itch relief available for insect bites and 
stings. $10 (2 tubes)

BLISTER CARE-Don’t spend half  your safari and thousands of dollars 
getting a badly infected blister treated. 3-pc kit-$25

TICK PLIERS-The safest, fastest, and most effective way to remove ticks from 
people and pets.  $15
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safari planning timeline

9 - 12 Months 

Go see your personal doctor for a 
physical before starting an exercise 
program

Purchase Safari Guide II and read 
about your destination

Make an appointment with a tropical 
disease doctor to ensure you received 
proper pre-trip and post-trip care 
(if-needed)

If  you need an airline approved gun 
case, buy one now so you know how 
much room you will have for your 
gear.

Purchase a hydration pack for use 
during exercise sessions to familiar-
ize yourself  with the product. 

Highlight the items on the Essen-
tial Gear List that you will need to 
acquire and the time-frame in which 
you will practice with and break-in 
those items.

Understand all airline and luggage 
regulations.   

4-8 Months

If  you are purchasing new boots, start 
breaking them in during training walks

Practice with your shooting sticks to 
familiarize yourself  with them and to 
avoid developing a flinch from the 
bench while practicing with a big bore

If  purchasing a leather culling belt and 
sling, bring them to the range with 
your safari bino sling to break them in 
and get used to shooting with them

Purchase your medical evacuation 
policy

Get shots as early as possible (keeping 
in mind how long they last) in case of  
soreness/reactions

Check your passport expiration date, 
and that you will have the required 
number of  empty pages.

Complete your Custom Form 4457 
for firearms and other high value 
items

Secure all taxidermy tags 

Call your cell phone provider and 
see if  they can provide international 
services. If  not, consider a satellite 
phone. 

0-3 Months

If  you are using DEET, try it before 
departure to make sure you do not have 
a reaction

Treat your clothes with Permithren two 
weeks before departure

Decide what gear you will wear/carry on

Do a trial pack 30 days before departure 
to ensure everything fits as expected 
and the weight of  each bag is balanced 
to avoid “heavy” surcharges

Make copies of  all documents (Cus-
toms 4457, itinerary, medical/shot 
records, cell phone instructions, hunt 
contract, and medical evacuation policy, 
etc.).  Leave one set at home and take 
one set with you 

Put fresh batteries in all your gear, and 
make sure you have all your chargers 
ready to go 

Check to make sure you have enough 
of  your regular and safari related pre-
scriptions

Select books/DVD’s for both legs.

Secure books/DV, travelers checks, 
and call your credit card company to 
make sure they do not turn your 
card off  while you are overseas

Now that you have booked your hunt, simplify your safari preparation by reviewing our Essential Gear List and 
Trip Planning Timeline.  These helpful reference tools were developed in conjunction with hundreds of veteran 
safari enthusiasts so the information is complete and easy to follow. We have you covered from head (Tilley® hats) 
to toe (Courteney® boots) and everything in between! Whether you want a pair of our award winning Shooting 
Sticks or specialized bug repellent that really works against Tsetse flies, you can get everything you need to enjoy a 
safe and successful safari right here. If you need more information or have additional questions, simply call us and 
we will spend as much time as required to get you squared away.
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travel accessories
STRONG® AMMO CASES
For flights into South 
Africa, ammo must now be 
locked in a separate metal case.  
SA-4 Fits three boxes of big bore 
or four smaller boxes and interior 
is 8.5” x 6.5” x 3.5”.   $69  
SA-6 holds two more boxes of 
each and interior is 8.5” x 9.75” x 
3.5”   $79

COMPRESSION SOCKS are a must for long 
flights as they help promote blood flow.  Over-
the-calf with reinforced toe and heel.  M, L & XL 
$20 

TUFFPAK® CASES are the incognito, guar-
anteed-for-life protection for all your guns and 
gear.  The Original will carry up to 3 scoped rifles 
or 5 shotguns up to 50” long.  The Take Down 
case was designed for take down rifles and shot-
guns with plenty of room for extra barrels and 
gear.  It measures just 34” from top to bottom.  
Original (left) and Take Down (right) models: $409

FILSON LUGGAGE & BAGS-A tremendous amount of thought goes into the design of these beautifully 
crafted pieces.  We selected their top sellers.  Wheeled Carry-On $535; Medium Duffel: $295; Small Duffel: $235

SAFARI BOOKS AND DVDs–Get in the safari spirit with these 
bestsellers by Craig Boddington and Dr. Kevin Robertson.  Many  

  more books and DVDs available on-line.

  TITLE                          FORMAT  PRICE 
  Safari Rifles II          Book         $50
  The Perfect Shot (large)           Book     $65
  Boddington on Leopard          DVD     $40
  Boddington on Lion         DVD     $40

GALCO EYEGLASS CASE
Suede lining supplies cushion 
and reinforced sides provide extra 
protection. Snaps onto belts up to 1 
3/4” wide or fits 
easily in jacket or 
shirt pockets. $74

MULHOLLAND SAFARI BAG-This hand-
crafted bag is a design inspired by indestructible 
tradesmen’s bags. The top opens fully and stays open to 
reveal the single interior 
compartment, making 
packing and unpacking 
effortless. The interior 
and exterior have 
a zippered pocket. 
Includes a padded, 
adjustable shoulder 
strap.   $875

Wheeled Carry-On  (14”x22”x9”) Medium Duffel  (25”x14”x13”) Small Duffel (18”x10”x11”)

13.5” x 8” x 10”
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safari  & filson® clothing

BOYT (TM) SAFARI 
CLOTHING-Made 
from tough, 100% 
cotton twill with 
pleated pockets, 
buttons for holding 
up sleeves, and quilted 
gun patches. Right hand versions in colors shown in M, L, XL 
and 2XL sizes.  Safari Jacket-$130, Short Sleeve Shirt-$90, and 
Long Sleeve Shirt-$98

TILLEY HATS
We chose two of their best 
sellers for you.  The olive 
cotton duck has a normal 
sized, snap-up brim.  The tan 
waxed cotton has a broader 
down-sloping brim.  
S (7 ¼), M (7 3/8”), L (7 ½”) or 
XL (7 5/8”).  Cotton Duck $69, Waxed Cotton $74

MACKINAW CRUISER-
Known for exceptional warmth, 
comfort and durability. It’s 
famous for function too, 
with 4 front utility pockets, a 
3-slot pocket, 2 hand warmer 
pockets, an open inner pocket, 
and a full-width map pocket 

in back. Made of our thickest, 
heaviest Mackinaw Wool, with a 

longer cut and made in USA.  
                                       Available in Charcoal, even sizes: 40-46  $298

TIN CLOTH jACKET
Made from wind-resistant, 

highly water-repellent Tin 
Cloth. It has a double 
back and a full-width rear 
pocket for extra storage. 
Includes two roomy 
utility pockets, unlined 
hand warmer pockets, 
upper utility pockets, a 

slotted pocket and a small front 
pocket.  Even sizes: 40-46.  $235

ALASKA GUIDE SHIRT
Beefy 100% cotton for 
durability, soft brushed 
surface for comfort. 
Abrasion and wind-
resistant. Large 
expandable pockets, 

adjustable cuffs, back 
pleat and hanging loop.  

Available in Hunter Green or Camel/
Black in Medium, Large and XL.  $92

8

GAME BAG-The open design of 
our Game Bag allows for maximum 
freedom of movement for bird 
hunting and shooting. We make this 
garment from Tin Cloth for the 

greatest strength and durability. 
Snapped expandable pockets 
hold shells and other equipment.  
Available in Regular (S, M & L) 
and Super (XL-3XL) $98

MACKINAW WOOL VEST
Indoors or out, enjoy superior 
warmth without bulk year-

round. Two hand warmer 
pockets, 2 chest pockets 
(one with 3 slots). Made in 
USA.  Available in Charcoal 
or Forest Green, even sizes: 
40-46.  $120

TIN CLOTH FIELD jACKET 
is designed for general field use 

or upland hunting, yet offers 
plenty of practical features 
for any outdoor activity. It 
features a warm, Mackinaw 
Wool-lined collar with a 

storm flap.  The body is par-
tially lined with 100% cotton; 

sleeves are unlined.  M, L & XL 
$365
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DAGGA BOY RIFLE CASES-Cape buffalo features 
a unique distressed texture.  When you combine it with 
wrap-around handles, a full suede lining, high-density 
padding, protective stock flaps and a heavy-duty YKK 
zipper you have a case like no other.  SCOPED RIFLE 
CASE (top) fits firearms up to 46”- long enough for 
magnum length barrels with a brake.  DOUBLE 
RIFLE CASE (bottom) has a circular cup in the tip to 
prevent all types of side by sides from wanting to twist 
in the case and cup is wide enough to accommodate 12 gauge SxS shotguns.  Fits firearms up to 42.5” or 
most double rifles/drillings and SxS shotguns with barrels up to 26” long.  $399 each.  Monogram up to 
three initials on the contrasting calf leather patch sewn onto every case for $15-order by 12/16 for holiday delivery.

BIG BORE SLINGS-Comfortably secure your 
heavy rifle (left to right). Courteney  Cobra is 
Cape buffalo and 3” wide at the shoulder-$99.  El-
ephant or Zebra Inlay is padded with thumbhole, 
circular grip, hide inserts and 1” swivels -$99 each.  
2” Canvas is a third wider than most others-$44  

SAFARI CLEANING KIT-Comes in a thick 15” canvas case 
that contains all the items shown to clean your Big Bore in the field.   
Includes a 3-pc brass rod, silicon cloth, lubricant, Kynoch jag and 
brush.  Available in .375,  . 416, .450, .470, .500 and .600. $99 

PERFECT SHOT TARGETS-Practice with these Big Five or 
Plains Game targets and bring home the perfect trophy!  Each 
package contains five posters that measure 2’ x 3’.  $16.95 each.

DOUBLE RIFLE SIX PACK fits 
.450, .470 and .500 NE cartridges 
and is in a 2x2x2 style.  Safari Five 
Wallet holds five rounds of .338, 
.375, .416 and .458 rounds. $80 each

ELEPHANT OR CAPE BUFFALO CULLING BELTS-The cartridge 
rim sits above the leather, and the buckle is out of the way when the ammo is 
on your shooting side. The bullet loops easily break-in for big bore calibers.  
They are sized to fit over an existing belt so order your regular size.  Small 
(30-36”), Med (38-44”) and Lg. (46-52) Elephant: $249; Cape Buffalo: $219  
Monogram either one for $15-order by 12/16 for holiday delivery.

big bore accessories

GALCO SLIP-ON RECOIL PAD 
This slips snugly over the butt of 
your gun and is held in place with 
an overlapping hook and loop fas-
tener.  Leather with a 1/2” thick shock 
absorbing gel that reduces felt recoil up 
to 50%. Do not store gun with this at-
tached. 5 5/16” length heel to toe and 
1 5/8” width.  $80

9
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footwear & courteney accessories

ROHNER® TREKKING 
SOCKS are made in Switzerland 
from the best itchless merino 
wool and man-made fibers avail-
able. The unique cushioning 
system is engineered to meet the 
demands of anyone who walks 
long distances.  Men’s S, M, L & 
XL $20

COURTENEY® CAPE BUFFALO BELT-two thick and supple 
Cape buffalo strips are sewn together to ensure this belt will last 
for decades. The contrasting leather logo patch is displayed on 
the buckle side of this 1.5” casual belt. Sizing is easy: measure your 
existing belt from the hole you use to the end of the leather and order the 
closest even size between 34”-44”.  $119

SOLE INSERTS-Mold to your feet 
in a week or warm them in an oven 
for an instant fit, allowing those with 
a narrow foot to obtain a proper fit 
with our wide cut Courteney ® boots.  
Men’s US 8-12 in thin (1.6MM) $45 
or thick (3.2MM) $50

COURTENEY GAITERS-are 5” tall 
and made from Cape buffalo hide.  
They are the perfect pairing for your 
safari boots as they are quieter than 
nylon models. $50

TX HUNT OMNI 
GAITERS-These 
will keep those sharp 
stones out of your 
boots so you can keep 
up with the trackers as 
they unravel the spoor.  
Specify Shoe or Boot $45 

COURTENEY HAVERSACK-This impala 
leather haversack is ideal for an overnight adven-
ture or for carrying the essentials on safari.  $449
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The SAFARI is a 
shorter, 4” tall ankle 
height version of the 
Selous and their second 
most popular style.  
This is Courtney’s 
quintessential stalking 
boot.  Men’s US 8-12-
$279 

The SELOUS features 
tough Cape buffalo uppers 
and a soft impala skin pad-
ded collar surrounding the 
ankle to provide support and 
comfort.  This is our best 
seller and comes with a full 
range of accessories to keep 
them in perfect condition.  
Men’s US 7-14 and Women’s 
US 5-9.5 $369

OSTRICH SAFARI
We are pleased to offer the 
Safari in full quill Ostrich. 
Ostrich leather is strong, 
durable and luxurious. The 
casual cleat sole (see Bush-
veld below) makes this model 
ideal for office use or a night 
on the town. Men’s US 8.0-
12.0 $499 

courteney boots & shoes
COURTENEY® BOOT COMPANY-Constructed entirely by hand from Cape buffalo 
uppers, each is as individual as the serial number it bears.  These are made without a water-
proof membrane to allow them to breathe freely which makes you less susceptible to blisters.  
We inventory over $100,000 of their seven most popular styles in Ohio so orders ship the next day and we can special-order 
any of their other items for you with a 120 day delivery time.  Wear the legendary safari boot of Africa on your next adventure! 

The PATROL is a military 
styled boot, lacing all the way 
to the top with a soft antelope 
hide collar and full bellows 
tongue.  Designed with the 
hunter in mind, the Patrol 
gives extra support for the 
most demanding pursuits.  
Men’s US 8-12-$319

HUNTER-This 
below-the-ankle boot 
features a padded 
collar, extended 
facing for additional 
ankle support and 
a ripple sole that 
allows you to move 
with stealth.  Men’s 
8.0-12. $299

The BUSHVELD is a 
slightly shorter version 
of the Safari that features 
two-tone Cape buffalo 
hide uppers, soft rubber 
cleat sole and brass speed 
lacing which make this 
an excellent choice for 
everyday wear.  Men’s US 
8.0-12.0.  $239  

The VELLIE (pronounced 
fellie) is a casual model 
with distinctive styling 
enhancements you can wear 
into town or to the office.   
Several customers say they 
have had theirs for more than a 
dozen years.  US Men’s 8-12 in 
light tan suede-$180

Left boot is 1 year old 
and right boot is brand 
new-color evens quickly 
with application of 
leather conditioner.

11
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men’s jewelry & accessories 

IVORY SCRIMSHAWED 
CUFFLINKS-These oval or 
round cufflinks are made out 
of solid sterling silver.  The 
silver portion incorporates 
a pivoting hinge to make 
them easier to put on.  The 
oval style can be expertly 
scrimshawed with up to three 
initials, or choose the round 
version depicting a stylized 
compass.  $449/set.

SCRIMSHAWED MONEY CLIPS feature 
a contrasting Blackwood border that frames 
the hand fitted slab of 
mammoth ivory.  Money 
clip is solid brass, has 
raised sides to protect 
the piece, and measures 
3”x 1”.  Custom image 
with Monogram-$249, 
Custom image-$229, 
Monogrammed with up to 3 
initials-$209, or for a look 
of understated elegance, 
leave it unadorned-$189. 

PLAIN TUSK SHOE HORN-Features a custom 
fitted, hand-polished ivory warthog tusk for the handle 
and measures approximately 22”. The hand-turned 
African Bubinga shaft is fitted with heavy-duty brass 
hardware and a braided Italian leather loop so you can 
hang it on a hook or door knob.  $299

Order any of our scrimshawed pieces on this page by 
November 18th and we’ll guarantee delivery before the holidays.GIVING A GIFT?

STERLING SILVER GEMSBOK HORN 
ELEPHANT KNOT BRACELET is a durable 
and unique piece crafted using a proprietary 
process that makes the gemsbok horn pliable 
enough to be cut into durable, jet black strands 
of varying thickness.  The inky darkness of the 
horn contrasts beautifully with the solid sterling silver 
hardware. $199

MEN’S 4-KNOT ELEPHANT BRACELETS-These adjustable 
bracelets are replicas in Gold and Silver of African elephant hair bracelets, 
originally made thousands of years ago by tribal hunters from the tail 
hairs of elephants.   They were given as gifts and worn with the belief that 
they would provide good health and safety. Each bracelet is hand-crafted 
by a Botswana PH who has hunted these magnificent animals for the 
better part of three decades.  All Gold- $319 and All Silver-$249
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crocodile & gator accessories
RANGER AND CASUAL CROC BELTS-Made from the 
most durable and desirable portion of the hide, the ridged 
Hornback.  Both styles feature detachable buckles and color 
coordinated hardware.  The RANGER BELTS (top two)are 
a thinner 1¼” wide with two eye-catching Hornback panels 
inlaid on both sides of the buckle sewn to thick leather ends. 
We are pleased to re-launch this product after discontinuing 
this labor-intensive model in 2007 when our maker could 
not keep up with demand.  CASUAL BELTS (bottom two) 
are a wider 1 3/8” and a perennial customer favorite.  Sizing 
is easy: measure your existing belt from the hole you use to 
the end of the leather and order the closest even size 32”-46” 
(Ranger) and 32-50”(Casual belt).  Both available in Mahogany 
(reddish brown) or black $349

CROCODILE HAT BANDS 
Adjustable to perfectly fit any 
hat.  $99 with teeth and $69 
without teeth

GATOR BI-FOLD & FRONT POCKET WALLETS are sewn by a surgeon 
who only hunts trophy sized gators.  These huge hides offer greater durabil-
ity than smaller farm raised hides because they are 2-3X thicker with stag-
gered scales, providing superior resistance to cracking.  The BI-FOLD wallets 
measure 4 ½”x 3 ½” and the hide is sewn right over the finest calf skin wallets 
available. $299   FRONT POCKETS are made primarily from uniquely pat-
terned leg skin which you will never see on similar sized pieces because the leg 
circumference of farmed animals is too small.   This 3” x 4” piece has cash and 
card slots and is ideal for those who like their essentials up front.  $199

GATOR WEEKENDER BAG-Custom made in the USA 
by the same company that has a loyal following among pro-
fessional athletes. The only difference is that we sell ours for 
less than half of what they pay.  Each bag is made from one 
entire wild monster gator hide, and the widest part of the 
belly skin measures almost a yard across.   The entire exterior 
is gator, including the handles.  The tail is sewn into the in-
terior pocket with the CITES tag attached.  Red high-grade 
leather is used for the interior.  These heavy-duty bags are 
sewn using super-strength thread and are built to last several 
lifetimes.  22” long x 12” wide x 12” tall-$6,000
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custom knives & canes
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SWORD OR WALKING CANE
Both feature a trophy-sized wart-
hog tusk that is expertly scrim-
shawed with a detailed image of 
the African “Big Five”.  The sword 
cane has a mechanism that you 
push to release the 9” circular 
blade.  Sword Cane: $499   Many 
states classify these as concealed weap-
ons so check with your local authorities 
before purchasing.  Sorry, we are not 
able to ship these to CA, MA or WI. 
Walking Cane: $349. 

GENTLEMAN’S SWORD 
STAFF is 44” long and the 
hand-turned Rhodesian 
Teak shaft includes a match-
ing wood spacer that con-
ceals the mechanism you 
push to release the 9” long 
circular blade.  $299.  Many 
states classify these as concealed 
weapons so check with your local 
authorities before purchasing.  
Sorry, we are not able to ship 
these to CA, MA or WI. 

Disclaimer:  When you purchase a knife or sword cane from African Sporting Creations, you represent by your actions as a 
condition of your purchase that you are of legal age and that these items can be legally purchased and possessed by you under 
your applicable local, city, county, state and federal laws.  Check with your local authorities before making your purchase. 

DOCTARI-Features heavy-
duty full tang construction and 
a beautiful, hand-filling stained 
giraffe shin bone handle.  Blade is 
5” long N690 stainless and knife 
is 9” overall.  Textured, full grain 
leather sheath included. $399

MEDIUM DROP POINT 
HUNTER-A traditional drop 
point hunter with giraffe shin 
bone stained to a deep rust color. 
A stunning 8” long full tang 
knife with a 4” blade of  N690 
stainless.  Textured, full grain 
leather sheath included.  $249

DAGGA BOY SKINNER and 
DROP POINT These African 
Sporting Creations exclusives 
feature ergonomically designed 
handles that combine polished 
Cape buffalo horn with creamy 
warthog ivory.  Both feature full 
tang construction and are 8” 
overall with 4” blades. Textured, 
full grain leather sheath included. 
$399 each

FAT BOY-Short fat 3” long 
blade gives you plenty of “belly” 
for skinning the largest of game.  
Warthog ivory handle is polished 
to a satin shine, and N690 stain-
less will hold a great edge.  Tex-
tured, full grain leather sheath 
included. $219 
These two small, semi-custom 
scalpels feature ivory warthog 
handles and are a tremendous 
value.  They keep a great edge 
and are equally suited for cut-
ting a notch in a favorite cigar or 
field dressing the largest game.  
These full tang knives measure 
approximately 5” overall with 2” 
razor-sharp blades. Textured, full 
grain leather sheath included. 
$129 each
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ZEBRA OR ELEPHANT 
COASTERS-Extra-thick coasters  
featuring an expertly tanned hide. Set 
of four comes in a matching holder.  
$129. We monogram the top coaster for 
$15 - order by 12/16 for holiday delivery.

WARTHOG OPENERS-A retired 
German silversmith handcrafts these 
openers with meticulous attention to 
detail.  S, M, L and XL openers - $79, 
$89, $99 and $119.

SCOTCH CARRIER-This custom-made, hand-
stitched thick leather carrier  will ensure your favorite  
spirit travels safely.  Heavy leather flaps separate the four 
glasses.  Make it even more special by having the lucky 
recipient’s name monogrammed on the raised leather 
panel.  These beautiful pieces measure 13”x 7.5”x 4” 
and will last a lifetime. $299 Monogram for $15-order by 
12/16 for holiday delivery.

cigar & spirit ACCESSORIES

African Animal Cutters

Monogrammed with Image

SCRIMSHAWED CIGAR CUTTERS The 
side panels on these are 10,000-year-old 
mammoth ivory, and each one includes an 
exotic hide case. They can be customized 
with initials and/or a favorite image, or 
choose one of our best sellers depicting a 
head shot of a leopard, elephant, lion or 
Cape buffalo. Call us with your custom 
requests.  Monogrammed with Image-$359  
or Single Panel/African animals-$329.  Order 
monogrammed and/or custom images by 12/2 for 
holiday delivery.

MULHOLLAND BROTHERS® FLASKS-A gleaming polished stainless steel 
cylindrical 10 oz. flask is wrapped with signature Mulholland leather. The snapping 
leather cover holds two stainless steel shot glasses and a filling funnel. Smaller 4 oz. 
captive top flask on right also comes with a filling funnel. $85 ea.

MULHOLLAND BROTHERS® WINE CARRIERS-Both carriers hold two 
bottles and come with a semi-rigid insulated liner to keep chilled wine or champagne 
at the proper temperature.  Padded shoulder strap and carrying handle make  bringing 
wine to a party or picnic a breeze.  Lariat® Leather $380 or Waxed Cotton  $285

Scotch Carrier

Mulholland FlasksWarthog Openers

15
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MAMMOTH  IVORY PENS-Hand-turned 
from mammoth ivory and African Blackwood. 
These exceptional writing instruments are 
accented with platinum plated hardware and can 
be ordered as roller balls or fountain pens.  Pens 
take standard refills and come complete with a 
beautiful glass topped presentation case.   Specify 
model and roller ball or fountain pen-$499 each.

Majestic Olympic

CROCODILE PEN
Made from prime belly 
skins in our best-selling 
rich brown color,  the 
pen takes standard 
refills and is as big 
around as a #2 pencil.  
Makes a great gift for 
friends and family but 
don’t forget to pick one 
up for yourself ! $59

FILSON® 
COMPUTER 
BAGS are available 
in padded and 
unpadded versions.  
Padded (shown) is 
16.5” x 14” x 7.5” 
$325; Unpadded 
is 16” x 12.5” x 6” 
$275

TUSK GLASS & DAMASCUS OPENER SET-These hand-crafted 
pieces utilize smaller feminine sized ivory tusks. The cap is African 
Blackwood, one of the most desired and expensive exotic woods.  The 
transitions are flawless and 
the brushed silver glass 
complements the hand 
hammered Damascus arrow 
tip that serves as the letter 
opener.  This beautiful set is 
extremely well done and will 
last a huntress a lifetime. 
$399/set

ZEBRA SKIN OFFICE CHAIR-This beautifully 
made piece features the natural beauty of real 
Burchell Zebra combined with top-grain leather, 
striking nail head accents, and a solid wood frame.  
The adjustment mechanism allows you to raise or 
lower the seat to the perfect height.  $3,400

16
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BILTONG CUTTER-Slice off a piece of biltong (jerky) with 
this beautiful crafted Rhodesian teak biltong cutter and you are 
instantly transported back to your last safari. The base 
measures 6” x 12” 
and the removable 
stainless steel blade 
and contoured 
handle make quick 
work of any cutting 
job.  $199

ZEBRA SKIN WING BACK CHAIR & OTTOMAN-These beautifully 
made pieces were sold for almost twice our 
price when they were being promoted by 
a famous Italian gunmaker.  If you put off 
purchasing them in the past, now is the 
time to buy this stunning set.  Both pieces 
feature striking nailhead design and solid 
wood frames and feet.  Jumbo sized ottoman 
measures approx. 15” high, 30” wide and 
42” long.  Chair-$4,400, Ottoman-$2,500

BURCHELL ZEBRA RUGS 
We offer three grades of these 
stunning felted rugs, and they 
measure approximately 120” from 
head to tail.

A GRADE-The top 5% 
hand picked for color and 
quality-$2,499

B GRADE-Excellent quality 
with fine blemishes-$2,199

BRITISH CAMPAIGN FURNITURE-Each features beautiful African mahogany frames, thick saddle leather, 
solid brass fittings and heavy-duty canvas.  Designed to go together quickly and break down in minutes, these are 
attractive enough to be displayed inside and rugged enough for field use.  The chairs and tables come complete with 
a heavy-duty canvas storage tote. The gun rack stores up to 9 firearms in leather covered spaces that are wide enough 
to accommodate S x S shotguns.  Order yours today and take 
a little bit of British ingenuity with you wherever you go! Gun 
Rack-$799,  Campaign Chair - $599, Campaign Table - $449 and 2 
Chairs/1 Table-$1,499

trophy room furnishings
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safari treasures

AFRICAN HUNTERS PACK-Turn your extra tanned skins into a functional tribute to your safari! Don’t have 
your own skins? We can make your bag using our hand-selected African skins for the front and heavy supple leather 
for the back and bottom panels.  The fully lined interior swallows a surprisingly large amount of gear. Exotic wood 
clasps secure the compartments and are affixed using braided leather. The adjustable leather shoulder straps are made 
from wide padded rifle slings.  Call (419) 529-5599 to order your one-of-a-kind pack (front uses 3 SF).   Measure 15” 
tall x 11.75” wide x 5.75” deep.  See website for Zebra & Giraffe models. Prices start at $549 

THREE IVORY CANES & RHODESIAN TEAK STAND – Left-2.5” 
Ivory Cue Ball on custom made 37.5” cane with brass post and Rhodesian Teak 
Shaft-$699.  Middle- 34 “ Antique Brewers Cane with 1.5” disc shaped ivory head 
that unscrews to reveal a compartment that stores a long metered brass rod with 
hash marks for four different liquid measurements used to determine how much 
beer or spirits were left in a cask-$999.  Antique 37” cane with previous owner’s 
initials monogrammed on a Sterling Silver band underneath the slightly larger 
than golf ball sized ivory head-$799.  Rhodesian Teak Cane Stand is solid wood on 
a wide base that ships broken down and takes 15 min. to assemble-$399.  Behind 
the canes on the left are 100 year old Zulu Short Stabbing Spears, and on the right are 
Swazi Battle Axes/Spears-start at $399 and call us to get yours!

WWII GRENADE & ANTIQUE STAG CIGAR 
CUTTERS –There is no better way to relive the 
excitement of a safari than to wax nostalgic with a fine 
cigar.  These two-way (straight or a “V” cut) antique horn 
cutters feature Solingen steel. The cutter in the back on its 
side (sits on its base fine) is the top of a German “Potato 
Masher” grenade that cuts by depressing the black plunger 
which activated the device-$499. Stag horn cutters on left 
are 10”-12”-$199 each.  Roe Deer burr antler cutters on 
right-$149 each.

19

Elephant, Zebra & Nile Croc Elephant & Zebra Elephant

Call (419) 529-5599 to order ivory canes and cutters - not shown on web site.
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Newer 29” Maasai with good color-$399
B&C.  Colorful 23” Kubas with integral 
handles-$600/pair
Very old Sable Mane Shield with wooden 
frame and bracket on back in great shape. 
$899
MASK-Old 39” Lizard & Face mask of 
unknown origin-$299
Old Baule Tribe Bird masks with great 
details- $800/pair

Ngbandi (Congo) basketry shield with 
incredible craftsmanship-$499 
Ancient 41” leather Turkana with original 
Ostrich feathers and incredible weaving 
(back view)-$699
Old thick and heavy 30” Maasai with 
vibrant colors-$599
Newer 26” Maasai in great shape with 
earth-toned colors-$399
Old 30” Maasai with nice colors and 
design-$549
Old 27” Zulu shield with 46” main 
beam and animal tail top. Great piece/
shape-$699
Old 46” one-piece Kuba with 
diamond carved front shapes and great 
colors.-$649
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ANTIQUE AFRICAN SPEARS & SHIELDS
Most of our items are 50-75 years old but some are much older.  We are partial to Maasai lion spears/shields and 
intricately crafted Kuba spears from the Congo.  Most were acquired from European museums or at auction and they 
are easily distinguishable from modern mass-produced replicas.  Call us if you are looking for something special.

CIRCA 1850’S MUSEUM QUALITY WEAPONS- Zulu Chief ’s Spear 
measures 45” and is beautifully crafted with chisel shaped bottom 
metal typical of a ceremonial piece owned by a Zulu Chief.  The center 
of the wood handle is covered in crocodile hide and adorned with 
Leopard on both sides-$1500.  Old Maasai Shield in great condition is 
a ruggedly constructed 34” x 22” with a raised boss and an incredibly 
rare talisman of tawny mane attached.  This was displayed to show 
the bravery of the hunter who killed the lion to earn his status as a Sr. 
Moran Warrior.  $2600

TOP rOw
BOTTOM rOw
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Kuba (Congo) 78” with rare cowbell 
bottom-$599
Massive 76” Kuba w/carved shaft & 
diamond shaped bottom spike-$599
Repaired 63” Kuba ceremonial with palm 
leaf bottom spike-$499
Kuba w/Barley twist top shaft & intact 
metal banding-$499
High status 68” Sudan slavers spear 
with blood groove, brass ring and metal 
wrapped bottom -$699
Matched set of 73” Senior Moran Warrior 
Lion Spears w/ re-pinned 42”top metal 
and Bubinga shafts-$1199/pair
Newer matched set of 67” Senior 
Moran Warrior Spears. Lion Spear and 
Palm shaped blade w/Barley twist top 
shaft-$899/pair
Circa 1850’s Zulu Ceremonial Spear w/
intricate bronze, tin and copper inlays 
on the neck of  blade that came out of 
the estate of a WWII Air Force Colonel 
who had the means to travel the world 
and amassed a huge collection of tribal 
artifacts-$899 
Lion Spear with extra-long 35” twisted 
blade.  Owners of last two like this said 
they were told it was twisted from use 
against a lion-$649
58” Kuba w/ intact metal banding and 
nicely carved shaft-$549 
Older 68” Junior Moran Lion spear with 
great lines-$599
Old 67” Sr. Moran Lion Spear with nice 
blade and bottom metal details-$699
Old 65” Sr. Moran Lion Spear with nice 
blade and bottom metal details -$699 
Beautifully crafted 55” Kuba with rare 
cowbell bottom-$599  
Old 56” spear from the Sudan with partial 
octagonal African Wenge shaft-$549
Kuba w/nicely carved throwing bulb and 
intact metal counterweight-$549 

ANTIQUE AFRICAN SPEARS & SHIELDS
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“As I age, I find that I gravitate towards products made by someone 
who cares about quality and unless abused, they are usually the last 
ones I have to purchase. I then spend more time enjoying them and less 
time cussing them.”
      - “Aggie” on a popular hunting forum talking about our products 
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STOCKING STUFFERS

African SportingAfrican Sporting
TM

c r e a t i o n s

1421 Lexington Ave. Suite 257  |  Mansfield, OH   44907
www.AfricanSC.com   |  (419) 529-5599  |  info@AfricanSC.com

BINO STRAP-Useful all-
leather piece slides out of the 
way behind your hip when 
not in use. $30

TUSK KEY RING - These 
jewelry quality pieces are 
hand-buffed and topped with 
a custom-fitted brass cap.  
Available in three sizes: 1”Small 
-$39, 3”Medium (Shown) -$49 
and 5”Large -$59

CROCODILE TOOTH 
PENDANT- Each is presented 
on a leather cord with an adjust-
able slip knot.   $69 for large 
(shown) and $49 for medium

SHOW SCHEDULE

January 9th - 12th, 2014
Booths 2742 - 2744

February 5-8, 2014
Booths 4602-4702
Mandalay Bay Convention Center
Las Vegas, NV

Please visit us at the following 2014
conventions for exclusive show products.

DALLAS SAFARI CLUB

Visit Us
Online!


